SME Week Youth Essay Competition 2019
Terms and Conditions
With this application, you confirm that you would like to take part in the European SME Week Youth
Essay competition, and accept the following Terms and Conditions:

 Entrants must be aged between 18 –25 (included) and be citizens of the European
Union or COSME countries;
 Essays must not exceed 2,500 words in length;
 All essays must be in English;
 Only one entry per applicant;
Copyright note:
 By submitting your essay you grant us the exclusive right to both reproduce and/or
distribute your text (including the summary, and follow up question answers)
throughout the world in electronic, printed or any other medium. You agree that we
may publish your essay, distribute it, on its own, or with other related material. You
promise the essay is your original work, the text does not, to the best of your
knowledge, contain anything that is libellous, illegal or infringes anyone’s copyright or
other rights. If the essay contains material that is someone else’s copyright, you
promise that you have obtained the unrestricted permission of the copyright owner to
use the material and that the material is clearly identified and acknowledged in the
text;
 By submitting your photo and personal information (bio) you grant us the right to use it
freely for the European SME Week Youth Essay Competition 2019 promotion campaign
as well as for future editions of this competition. We promise to respect your rights as
the author. We will ensure that your name is always clearly associated with the essay
and, while we reserve the right to make necessary editorial changes, we will not make
any substantial alterations to your text without consulting you. You will also retain the
right to use your own work, as long as you do not promote it in ways that would
conflict directly with the aim of the competition.

